Selection Procedures for Pigs, Lambs, and Goats for the
2022 TISD Project Show
Based on the feedback received last year, we are going to continue to use the randomizer for
the selection draw numbers as well as spread out the selection times. This will also ensure that
everyone has an opportunity to see and go through their given species of livestock. As
recommended by the district, please continue to practice safe distancing and increased
hygiene. The selection will take place on Sep 18, 2021 with the randomized numbers
given out Wednesday, Sep 15, 2021 via a link that can be viewed. Please make sure that
you are a member of your school’s FFA Remind so that the lines of communication remain
open. We will be using this to keep everyone up to date of when you can arrive at the barn for
your time slot. (See below)
After you select your animal, unless staying in the TISD barn, please be
prepared to remove your animal as soon as you select it. If you are
needing help taking your animal to the barn, the teachers will do that as a
trailer load is ready or following the entire process for that species. In this
case, please make sure you are at the barn PRIOR to the teacher so you
can assist in unloading your animal.
Selection Information for September 18th (All Pigs, Lambs, and Goats will run
simultaneously and follow the schedule below:
● Lamb exhibitors will park near the old practice baseball fields/by ROTC and walk to the
northeast corner of the show barn and enter through those doors/roll up doors.
● Pig exhibitors will park across the street from THS in the field at the corner of Quinn
Rd. and Baker. You must enter off of Baker only. Then walk through the Early
Excellence Academy parking lot and enter through the doors on the north side of that lot.
Those WITH TRAILERS may park in the field or in the bus parking lot between the THS
and the football stadium. Please do not park in the Early Excellence Academy
parking lot so that people loading up to go home with trailers have room to pull
through.
● Goat exhibitors will park across the street from THS in the field at the corner of Quinn
Rd. and Baker. Then walk through the Early Excellence Academy parking lot and enter
through the south roll up door of the show barn (behind the greenhouse).
Viewing for Everyone:
● TISD Show Barn (located at THS 30330 Quinn Rd) will open at 7:00 AM for anyone
showing to come and view the animals. You will be given 1 hour to look through all the
animals. At 7:45 AM the teachers will start making announcements to please exit the
building.
● At 8:00 AM all exhibitors and families except those that will be selecting 1-25 will need
to be out of the barn. ONCE YOU EXIT BY 8:00 AM PLEASE DO NOT ENTER PRIOR
TO YOUR START TIME

Selection Schedule following viewing:
Set 1: Selection Numbers 1-25
● From 8:00 AM - 8:25 AM only exhibitors 1-25 of each species will have time to view the
animals.
● 8:30 AM the selection will actually start with number 1. Each exhibitor is allowed 1
additional person to help them select. At this point each exhibitor will have 3 minutes to
choose the animal. Warning times will be given at 1 minute and 30 seconds remaining.
If the exhibitor has not chosen when those 3 minutes are up, the teachers will move to
the next exhibitor in the selection order. Each exhibitor will continue to select in
chronological order then remove their animal if going home or put it in a designated area
for the barn then exit the building.
● 9:30 AM - all exhibitors should be done and should exit the building
Set 2 - Selection Number 26-50
● 9:30 AM - 9:55 AM - Only those with selection numbers 26-50 will be able to view the
remaining species.
● 10:00 AM the selection will start for number 26 and continue in the same process as
above.
● 11:00 AM all exhibitors should be done and should exit the building
Set 3 - Selection Number 51-75
● 11:00 AM - 11:25 AM - Only those with selection numbers 51-75 will be able to view the
remaining species.
● 11:30 AM the selection will start for number 51 and continue in the same process as
above.
● 12:30 PM all exhibitors should be done and should exit the building
Set 4 - Selection Number 76-100
● 12:30 PM - 12:55 PM - Only those with selection numbers 76-100 will be able to view
the remaining species.
● 1:00 PM the selection will start for number 76 and continue in the same process as
above.
● 2:00 PM all exhibitors should be done and should exit the building
Haul to TISD Project Facilities
● This will be done as soon as there is a full trailer load or at the conclusion of each
species. Ag teachers will most likely be hauling pigs first as a trailer is full, then haul
lambs and goats at the conclusion of the selection. Again, please be at the TISD barn
PRIOR to the trailer arriving so you can unload your animal. You will need to be
present to put your animal in your assigned pen at each project barn.
As we are still doing our best to keep everyone healthy, masks are optional, but
encouraged. Also, please do not attend if you have Covid or have been exposed.

